Using diagnostic stability data from independent diagnostic interviews conducted 6 years apart, we determine which diagnoses are predictive of diagnoses 6 years later. Logistic analysis using categorical predictors is used to establish ordinal relationships and to suggest diagnostic hierarchies. The multiplethreshold multifactorial model is used to estimate the withinperson correlation over time. Rather than use a simple dichotomy of "affected" or "unaffected," we provide odds ratios for mania, hypomania, and major depressive disorder in terms of diagnostic hierarchies, allowing a ranking of these diagnoses. This division increases the information for genetic studies or studies of a phenotype with correlated biological or environmental continuous covariates. The diagnosis of schizophrenia shows remarkable specificity across occasions. We find significant error in a cross-sectional assessment in this nonclinical sample. Assuming a multifactorial model, the proportion of variance in liability due to assessment error is approximately 30 percent under all schemes considered. The use of repeated measures in family studies is thus strongly recommended.
Since the excellent overview of Kendell (1975) , it would appear that relatively little progress has been made in (1) establishing the validity of psychiatric diagnoses, (2) developing a "gold standard" from laboratory tests or genetic studies, or (3) sharpening the boundaries between diagnoses. With the wide acceptance of structured diagnostic interviews, it has been common to examine the reliability (i.e., repeatability) of an assessment procedure using interrater agreement. However, such examination does not ensure that a measure is a valid indication of an underlying construct. Studies of validity of diagnosis have used clinical course, treatment response, biological and psychosocial correlates, and familial aggregation.
In prior work, we have examined the use of diagnostic stability over rime using data on a sample of relatives of affectively disordered probands. We considered a model of diagnostic stability based on sensitivity, specificity, and true base rate (Rice et al. 1986 ). This model was later extended to include clinical covariates (Rice et al. 1987a) . Under the assumption that all observed cases are true cases at the highest covariant values, we developed a direct estimate of sensitivity from which all parameters (sensitivity, specificity, and true base rate) can be estimated. More recently, we conducted an expanded analysis of 519 major depressive disorder (MDD) and 35 bipolar relatives (Rice et al. 1992) . After number of symptoms, the most significant predictor was whether a person was receiving treatment. When treatment was suppressed from the model, the variables presence of incapacitation and number of episodes became significant. An Reprint requests should be sent to Dr J.P. Rice index of caseness for MDD was defined using this model, and we found a gradient of caseness corresponding to bipolar I, bipolar II, and MDD.
In this article, we consider first the importance of modeling the within-person correlation between diagnostic assessments and then the use of diagnostic stability to define a continuum between diagnoses.
Methods
The Polygenic Model. According to the polygenic model, we can partition the liability to develop a disorder (denoted X) as X -gG + cE c + uE u (1)
where G, E^ E u , and E error denote the polygenic, shared environmental, unique environmental, and error components, respectively, and where the components are assumed independent. The parentoffspring, sibling, dizygotic, monozygotic, and within-person correlations are given by
Note also that the model implies that g 2 + c 2 + u 2 + e 2 -1, so that These are the standard results for the additive multifactorial model (see, e.g., Rice et al. 1992) . Normally, the term due to measurement error (E error ) is combined with the unique environmental term (E u ), and both contribute to decrease the estimate of the heritability of the trait. Recently, it has been argued that the findings of moderate heritability estimates and low estimates of c 2 warrant a systematic examination of the unique environment.
Granted, two individuals, no matter how alike, will not grow up sharing exactly the same experiences. If such experiences have a lasting effect on behavior, we have a ready explanation for the excessive difference found between siblings in a trait under genetic control (and, then, for the findings of low heritability estimates). It has then been argued that a focus of investigation should be the identification of nonshared environmental factors.
However, without repeated measures, the effects of this unique environment and that of measurement error are confounded, so that their relative importance cannot be clearly assessed. The examination of this unique environment is a complex enterprise, involving (1) the determination of what "unique environment" actually means and (2) a quantitative assessment of that environment (Hoffman 1991) .
Moreover, this examination requires an accurate assessment of the disease of interest, since the environment is defined as the set of factors that influence the presence or the severity of the disease. For these reasons, the calls for research on the unique environment (Plomin 1990; Hoffman 1991; Reiss et al. 1991 ) may be problematic without a concomitant examination of measurement error.
Polygenic Model With Repeated Diagnostic Assessments. As noted by Falconer (1981) Thus, repeated measures reduce the impact of error on the estimate of heritability by a factor of (n 2 -l)/n 2 . Repeated measurements will increase the estimate of the within-person correlation, which according to equation 3 will be r^ = 1 -e 2 ln 2 .
The Logistic Model. We use the logistic model to examine (1) whether diagnoses at baseline are predictive of diagnoses 6 years later and (2) whether the diagnoses may be ranked on a scale. In this model, we start with a dichotomy (affected, unaffected), with p denoting the probability of an individual being affected. The logit transformation of p is given by e -
In the logistic model, it is assumed that 0 has a linear regression on a set of independent variables Xj, ..., X n -that is, 6 -a + p,X, + ... + (3 n X n . (6) The (partial) odds ratio associated with X, is then given by eP 1 . If a variable X has K categories, then K -1 "dummy variables" may be created to investigate whether the corresponding odds show an ordinal relationship. In the present application, X is the baseline diagnosis and the dependent measure is the absence of a specific illness 6 years later (we consider presence or absence of MDD, hypomania, and mania). We use the category "never mentally ill" as the reference, and compute the odds ratio for each of the other categories. By ranking these odds ratios by increasing magnitude, we arrive at a suggested ranking of severity (departure from never mentally ill) for each of these categories. This ranking can then be confirmed by treating the ordered categories as a scale in a separate analysis.
Subjects
The Collaborative Depression Study of the National Institute of Mental Health is a naturalistic, prospective investigation of 955 probands and 2,226 relatives of 612 of these probands who participated in a family study (Andreasen et al. 1987; Rice et al. 1987b) . One component of this study was a second, blind reassessment of all relatives 6 years after initial evaluation using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-Lifetime Version (SADS-L; Endicott and Spitzer 1978) . We use the sample of 1,629 relatives described previously (Rice et al. 1992) and consider the hierarchical lifetime diagnosis as displayed in table 1 (see also table 7 of Rice et al. 1992) .
Results
We first use logistic regression to determine whether the putative hierarchy in table 1 reflects an ordinal relationship in predicting the various time 2 diagnoses, beginning at the bottom of the hierarchy.
We used the four levels of severity of MDD based on the index of caseness (Rice et al. 1992 ) denoted MDD-A, MDD-B, MDD-C, and MDD-D. We created six dummy variables corresponding to the seven categories MDD-A, MDD-B, MDD-C, MDD-D, minor depression, other diagnosis, and never mentally ill. The resulting odds ratios for MDD represent a gradient of risk (table 2) . The regression coefficient is 0.6527. The resulting odds ratios are very similar to those obtained when ordinality of the categories is not assumed. The hypothesis of ordinality is accepted (x^ = 2.8, not significant).
In contrast to the ordinal relationship for MDD, hypomania in combination with the index of caseness for MDD did not define an ordinal relationship for stability of hypomania. The ordinal model in table 3 gives a chi-square of 62.0 with four degrees of freedom (p < 0.0001), whereas the model with an effect of only the presence of hypomania (with or without MDD) gave an odds ratio of 34.3 and a good fit to the data (X4 -1.2).
The predictors of mania are given in table 4. It is interesting that hypomania predicts an inter- tionship between schizoaffective disorder, manic subtype (SA/M) and mania across occasions is consistent with our previously reported familial aggregation (Rice et al. 1987b ) of these disorders. Those diagnosed with schizophrenia at either time are diagnosed with schizophrenia, mania, or SA/M disorder.
In table 5 we use the observed number of schizophrenia patients at time 2 to compute a population rate of 0.25 percent and odds ratios for the indicated diagnoses. We chose 0.25 percent, since 4 of 1,629 relatives had a diagnosis of schizophrenia at time 1.
In the above set of analyses, we estimated the diagnostic stability from the ability to predict the second diagnosis from the first. In a second step, we start with the polygenic model described in equation 2 and use the program PRELIS (Joreskog and Sorbom 1988) to compute polychoric correlations for several diagnostic hierarchies (table 6) .
The error variance is 1 minus the within-person correlation, which hovers about 70 percent under the various diagnostic models presented in table 6. These data indicate that the error variance is approximately 30 percent. mediate risk between mania and MDD. Compared with other variables, MDD is not a powerful predictor of either mania (odds ratio -3.3) or hypomania (odds ratio = 4.1). The numbers of individuals who were positive at time 2 for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder were insufficient to permit similar analyses. We note that the rela- 
Discussion
In clinical samples, subjects are often ill at the time of assessment and recognize their illness. Moreover, the researcher or clinician usually has multiple sources for diagnostic decisions. In contrast, relatives may have milder forms of illness, may be untreated, and are assessed retrospectively. The success of a family study depends largely on the validity of the diagnosis in relatives and the ability to properly model the interrelationship among the spectrum of diagnoses seen.
Our results have implications in two areas. First, it is evident that there is significant disagreement in a cross-sectional assessment in a nonclinical sample. It is possible that the diagnostic discrepancies observed over a 6-year interval are due to a true change in the disease state of an individual. In our sample, though, the rates of schizophrenia (0.2% vs. 0.2%), SA/M (0.3% vs. 0.4%), mania (1.8% vs. 1.8%), or hypomania (6.0% vs. 5.2%) did not differ between assessments. The rate of MDD increased from 26.2 to 32.2 percent, suggesting an incidence of 6 percent. In comparison, 25 percent of those initially diagnosed with MDD received a less severe lifetime diagnosis 6 years later (minor, other, never mentally ill). At the same time, 101 of the individuals classified as never mentally ill at time 1 (or 14.4%) received a diagnosis of MDD at time 2. This finding suggests that error is more prominent than true change of state due to incident cases.
In many approaches to genetic analysis-for example, in most linkage analyses-individuals are classified as "affected," "unaffected," or "unknown." Although false negatives are usually modeled using incomplete penetrance, false positives may appear as recombinant individuals and reduce the power to detect linkage unless a high sporadic rate is used. By allowing for certainty of diagnosis, different classes of affected individuals may have different sets of penetrances to reflect this diagnostic uncertainty.
The advantages of using multiple measurements and a scale of diagnoses (rather than a set of dichotomies) are clear. Multiple assessments reduce the effects of measurement error. In the case of polygenic transmission (i.e., several loci that contribute to liability), the heritability will be a key parameter in determining the power in genetic analysis. Moreover, this method reduces the need for multiple analyses using different definitions of who is affected.
The second area of impact is in disease definition. Reich et al. (1972) note the use of multiple thresholds to increase information for genetic analysis. The ability to grade affected individuals on an ordinal scale (e.g., MDD-A through MDD-D) is provided by the above methods. Moreover, spectrum diagnoses may be modeled and related to the primary diagnosis of interest. The above methods can be used to assign a probability to a given diagnosis. For example, individuals with minor depression give an intermediate odds ratio of 2.6 for MDD (table 2) . Rather than combine individuals with minor depression with those with MDD or those never mentally ill, the former group may be left as an intermediate class.
The lack of strong predictors for schizophrenia at time 2 (other than schizophrenia at time 1) indicates that other spectrum disorders would be useful in studying this disorder. The low rate of schizophrenia in this sample of relatives of affectively disordered patients and the strong agreement between occasions indicate a high specificity with respect to the other SADS-L diagnoses.
Finally, these methods should be useful when a correlated trait is considered in conjunction with diagnostic variables (see Moldin 1994, this issue) . There is a gain in information if diagnostic categories reflect an ordinal scale. In this case, analyses need not be performed with diagnoses collapsed into categories and repeated for each dichotomy (one analysis for MDD vs. non-MDD, another for mentally ill vs. never mentally ill, etc.).
